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Abstract 

 Self Realization is the goal of all human endeavours and all spiritual paths. It is 

the merging of the ego-self which identifies with one body, one personality, one family, 

one nationality with the universal self. This ‘realization’ is something the experience 

when awakening from a nightmare of being trapped in a small, dark place. The Five 

People You Meet In Heaven is Mitch Albom’s second novel begins with Eddie, an old 

man eighty years old to be exact who works at Ruby Pier, a carnival like Amusement 

park. It is allegorical story of a man Eddie who dies, goes Heaven, and meet five people 

who, in some way or another, were impacted or had an impact on his life. Whether or 

not Eddie knew it, God had put these people in Eddie’s life for a reason, and he goes to 

Heaven and find out answers about his life and the people he is meeting. In this story, 

Eddie is tragically killed in an accident. This novel is about a compelling . Yet sad story 

of a man’s tragic past. While suffering a horrible death he learns life lessons from his 

past leads him to understand the purpose of his life. 

Introduction 

 Mitch Albom gives astoundingly original study that will change everything one’s 

thought about the afterlife and the meaning of lives here on earth. All the characters within 

the novel are connected un expected ways, even when their lives are separated they did not 

meet on earth. Self-realization is an expression used in Western psychology, philosophy, and 

spirituality. In the western understanding it is the fulfilment by oneself of the possibilities of 

one’s character or personality. In the western world “self realization” has gained great 

popularity. Influential in this popularity were psychoanalysis, humanistic psychology, the 

growing acquaintance with Eastern religions, and the growing popularity of western  

esotericism. 
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 Mitchell David Albom is born in Jewish family, He is an American author, journalist, 

screenwriter, dramatist, radio and television broadcast, and musician. He is perhaps best 

known for the inspirational stories and themes that weave through his books., plays and films. 

In the novel The Five People You Meet In Heaven is based on Existentialism theory. It 

means that it is s philosophy that emphasis individual existence, freedom and choice. It is the 

view that human defines their own meaning in life, and try to make rational decisions despite 

existing in an irrational universe. The novel is psychoanalysis . It is a tale of a life on earth. It 

is fable about love a warning about war, and a nod of the cap to the real people of this world, 

the one who never gets their name in light.  

 On his 83rd birthday, Eddie dies in a tragic accident, trying to save a little girl from a 

falling cart. With his final breath, he feels true small hands in his and then nothing.  

  The tower cart was falling. He remembered that the little girl- Amy? 

  Annie ? She was crying. He remembered that. He remembered lunging. 

  In his (TFPYMIH 23) 

 He awakens in the afterlife , where he learns that heaven is not a bush Garden of 

Eden, but a place where his earthly life is explained to him by five people who were in it. 

These people may have been loved ones or distant strangers yet each of them changed his 

path forever. One by one, Eddie’s five people illuminate the unseen connections of his earthly 

life.  

 As the story builds to its stunning conclusion, Eddie desperately seeks redemption in 

the still-unknown last act of his life. The answer, which comes from the most unlikely of 

sources, is an inspirational as a glimpse of heaven itself. 

  My funeral, the Blue Man said. Look 

  At the mourners, Some did not even 

  Know me well, yet they came. Why? 

  Did you ever wonder? …………. 

  ……..It is because the human 

  Spirits known, deep down, that all lives 

  Intersect. (TFPYMIH 50) 

 After his death, Eddie goes to heaven, where he travels through many shifting colours 

until he meets the Blue Man, who was one of the Circus freaks at Ruby Pier long ago. The 
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Blue Man tells Eddie that in heaven, he will meet five important people who will each teach 

him a lesson about his life. The Blue Man explains that he turned blue as a child, he once ran 

into the road after a lost ball, and the Blue Man  had a heart attack swerving to avoid hitting 

him. The Blue Man teaches Eddie the lesson of human connection that all lives are 

connected, even those of strangers. An important of the interconnectedness of our human life, 

Eddie learns, the necessity of sacrifice. If everyone is connected, then almost any action can 

cause suffering to someone else, but one’s own suffering is also often a necessary part of 

helping someone else. 

 The Blue Man’s doesn’t lament that he died after trying to avoid crashing into Eddie, 

who ran in front of theBlue Man’s car as a child. Rather the Blue Man sees his death as a 

sacrifice that allowed Eddie to live. Similarly, the Captain doesn’t regret dying which saving 

his unit from captivity., he tells not to feel sorry for himself for losing his leg in the war. He 

tells him, “Sometimes when you sacrifice something precious, you are not really losing it. 

You are just it passing it on to someone else” (TFPYMIH 97). The Captain reminds Eddie of 

their time together as a prisoners of war in a forced labour camp/ Eddie remembers that he 

had seen a shadow running from one of the huts that he set a flame although he never 

identified the figure. The Captain confesses that he was the one of who shot Eddie in the leg 

to prevent Eddie from facing the shadow into the fire, which would have certainly caused 

Eddie’s death because he promised that “no one gets left behind”. This saved Eddie’s life 

dispute leaving him with a lifelong injury and serve and serve limp that Eddie repeatedly 

blame as the main reasons for his never achieving a life outside of Ruby Pier, a place he had 

grown to loathe in his old age due to his mother’s failing faculties his life, Ruby Pier, 

wasbuilt for Ruby feels connected to Eddie, she was present in the shared hospital room when 

Eddie’s father died. It is because the human spirit knows, deep down, that all lives interest. 

 Ruby tells Eddie that Eddie’s father called his name before seems, they suggest that 

beneath the anger and pain, some part of  Eddie’s father loved his son. Additionally, Ruby 

revelations about Eddie’s father ultimately allow to forgive his father, showing that love is 

much more powerful than hate. Learn this from me. Holding anger is a poison. It eats you 

from inside. We think that hating is a weapon that attacks the person who harmed us. But 

hatred is a curved blade. And the harm we do, we do ourselves. Forgive, Edward. Forgive. 

“Do you remember the lightness you felt when you first arrived in heaven?”(149). The 

narrative of the novel is episodic, weaving through time and space. However, Eddie is the 

centre, he is the post around which Albom ties all these disparate threads. Specifically, each 

one of the episodes from Eddie’s earthly life reveals some piece of ‘unfinished business’ that 

Eddie needs to reconcile before he moves on. He finds out that he was responsible for the 

Blue Man’s death; the Blue Man helps to shape Eddie’s limited view of justice. Then, Eddie 

meets his explain and find out that the Captain was the one shot Eddie in the leg. 
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 The way the books starts is like the saying the end is only a new beginning. The 

beginning is the tragic, horrifying death of Eddie, and the death, or end., is only the beginning 

to his afterlife and the entry to heaven. A woman named Ruby Pier in her honour long ago. 

The first Ruby Pier burned down, running Emile’s spirit and wealth. Emile was then in the 

hospital next to Eddie’s father, who was dying. Ruby explains that Eddie’s father died saving 

his friend Mickey Shea from drowning in an ocean storm, even though he had just caught  

Mickey trying to rape Eddie’s mother. Ruby teaches Eddie the lesson for forgiveness, and 

Eddie lets go of his anger towards his father. The novel is structures well and is very direct. 

The life events that occurred in Eddie’s life explained. Whether if they were tragic or happy 

moments, they were realistic. 

 Everyone has a life story and in some way are interconnected to each other. The life 

events of everyone may not be as extreme as his, but they are just as significant. Every life 

matters and everyone are all here for a reason. Ruby feels connected to Eddie, as she was 

present in the shared in the shared hospital room when Eddie’s father died. After Ruby died, 

she watched Eddie from heaven and feels connected to the pain Eddie and other experienced 

at Ruby Pier, as she feels responsible for the Park’s existence. Another important thing Eddie 

learns about human connection is that connections between heaven and earth. Eddie feels  

alone after the death of his wife, Marguerite, but when he meets her in heaven she compels 

him to see that their connection was not served after only transformed “Lost love is still love, 

Eddie. It takes a different form, that’s all. You can’t see their smile or bring them food or 

tousle their hair or move them around a dance floor…. Memory becomes your partner” (184). 

Conclusion 

 The novel, The Five People You Meet In Heaven, it is very interesting book the life 

and death and the possibilities of after the life. The novel opens the eye up a whole new level 

of things that could possibly happen when die. This book was on the New York Times best 

seller list for 95 weeks straight in 2003 when it was released. The novel was also turned into 

a movie in 2004, staring John Voight. The readers may think it is religious book because the 

title itself, but it is not. Eddie is a character who is alone in life, no family, no friends just his 

job at the amusement park as gatekeeper. The way the book starts is like the saying the end is 

only aanew beginning. The beginning is the tragic, horrifying death of Eddie and the death, or 

end, is only the beginning to his afterlife and the entry to heaven. This is a really cute ’short 

story’. It tells the story of an elderly man who has worked in the maintenance at a broad walk 

amusement park his entire life. 

 People think of heaven as a Paradise Garden, a place where they can float on clouds 

an laze in rivers and mountains. But scenery without solace is meaningless, This is the 

greatest gift of God can give us to understand what happened in our life. There are no random 
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acts in life, lives are sacrificed to save others, forgiveness and letting go of anger and the 

power of love  are the major themes followed in this novel. The mood is sombre, yet 

thoughtful throughout the novel; each person makes Eddie reflect on his life, and also how 

his life has been intertwined with the others, However, the reflections of Eddie’s life prove to 

be quite sombre, he had a terrible relationship with his father, stayed in a career in which he 

was not happy, became injured in the war, and was overall depressed. 

 Albom thinks in his novel that our lives do not end by our death but it begin. Each one 

discovers the real meaning of his life, it is like an explanation of what the people have faced 

in their lives. Second, Albom says that all the event and the people in our lives are 

interconnected. Each soul that reaches to heaven has to meet five persons in afterlife from 

which it gets to know five lessons and secrets. This novel gives neither extreme, neither 

loving or hating it- finding some worth. In this novel, the author used the major themes like, 

interconnectedness of life, justice, reconciliation and sacrifice. The narrative of the novel is 

episodic, weaving through time and space. However, Eddie is the centre he is the post around 

which Albom ties all these disparate threads.  

 Specially, each one of the episodes from Eddie’s earthly life reveals some piece of 

‘unfinished business’ that Eddie needs to reconcile before he moves on. He find out that he 

was responsible for the Blue Man’s death; the Blue Man helps to shape Eddie’s  limited view 

of justice. Then Eddie meets his Captain and finds out that the captain was the one who shot 

Eddie in the leg. Because of the captain’s lessons on sacrifice. Eddie can finally let go to the 

bitterness he felt about the injury that plagued him for years. When Eddie learns the truth 

behind his father’s death, he is finally able to forgive the old man and let go of his 

resentment. 

 All the characters within the novel are connected in unexpected ways, even though 

their lives are separate and they never meet on earth. All the characters pass throw, the 

features of Heideggar’s theory- throwness, facticity, transcendence and fallenness. 
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